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ABOUT MICHAEL LOWE

DESIGN TEAM LEADER - KSR ARCHITECTS
MASTERPLANNING - KSR ARCHITECTS WITH MICHAEL LOWE
ARCHITECTS - KSR ARCHITECTS
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS - LDA DESIGN
SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTANT - STURGIS CARBON PROFILING
ENGINEERS (INCLUDING FACADE ENGINEERS) - ARUP
PUBLIC ART INSTALLATION - VARIOUS AUSTRALIAN ARTISTS

Mike is an internationally respected urban planner and designer having been a
director with Arup Associates where he worked for over 30 years. He headed their
urban design section, Integrated Urbanism, and continues to be a consultant to
Arup as well as KSR with who he has had a relationship for over 20 years. He is
an urban design advisor on the UK’s CABE Design Review Committee and has a
wide range of experience as Architect and Urban Designer across the globe. Key
projects include Stockleigh Park, (London), Weston Airfield Regeneration, (WestonSuper-Mare, England), Marina da Gama waterfront residential development (Cape
Town, South Africa) and Grand Lyon, Porte des Alpes masterplan (Lyon, France).
ABOUT LDA DESIGN

OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Successful architecture and urban design are
both the product and the resolve of conceptual
discourse and practical functionality.
ABOUT KSR ARCHITECTS
KSR Architects is a highly successful boutique practice, based in London and Shenzhen, China. Our
extensive portfolio is based on 30 years in practice and includes many award winning buildings. Whilst KSR
has a proven track record in the design and delivery of developments in excess of £100m, the four partners
are determined to ensure that the size of the practice still enables them to have a direct involvement with
all projects. Our reputation is based upon the master planning, design and delivery of projects in the UK
and abroad. We have completed projects in China, the Caribbean and Europe, particularly Russia where
we have worked extensively for over five years.
We enjoy a close working arrangement with a number of internationally renown consultants who share our
passion and design philosophy. This allows us to benefit from their specific expertise whilst retaining control
of the overall quality that our clients require and enjoy.

ABOUT STURGIS CARBON PROFILING
Sustainability is a significant element of the development proposals and KSR has
therefore sought out one of the UK’s foremost consultancy in this field to ensure
that the scheme is healthy and sustainable. Sturgis Carbon Profiling (SCP) provide
consultancy services for delivering a sustainable, low carbon built environment.
They take a holistic, economically driven approach to real estate carbon emissions
analysis and have a reputation as thought leaders and innovators in the search for
a low carbon future.

London NW1 0ND

Through their research and policy work, SCP is helping to write the rules that
others are now following and are directly involved with the UK Government in
developing the methodology for carbon emissions assessments and whole life
carbon assessments.

Excellence Century Centre, Shenzhen, China
International Council of Interior Architects and

PARTNERS

ABOUT ARUP

Designers, Winner 2010

Richard Solomon AA Dip RIBA

Recent KSR Awards
ZhuHai, China
China Creative Storm Sustainability Award,
Winner 2011

Phillimore Square, Kensington, London W8
MIPIM International Residential Awards finalist:
2007
Also various local and national design, heritage
and development awards
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The setting of the development is a key part of the success of any proposals. KSR
has therefore selected to work with LDA Design, the award winning, independent
landscape architecture, urban design and environmental consultancy practice
based in the UK and India. The practice has a great reputation for providing
strategic guidance and research that is helping to promote the most sustainable
practice in development and regeneration through comprehensive, integrated
design that takes account of not just the physical environment, but economic and
social conditions and opportunities as well. LDA Design at the forefront of current
public realm and park thinking, with over 35 years’ experience and grounding in
landscape architecture

KSR UK
14 Greenland Street

Les Koski BArch RIBA
Gordon Jefferys BArch RIBA

CONTACT
t: +44 (0)20 7692 5000

KSR is delighted to have a strong relationship with Arup, one of the world’s the
preeminent engineering practices. Their multidisciplinary expertise allows us to
have input from them in a range of engineering roles. Their facade engineering
department works with world class architects across the globe, providing expert
advice at the forefront of design and technology. We envisage a significant input
from them in order to create a series of outstanding world-leading designs which
will become the icons of the development.

f: +44 (0)20 7692 5050
www.ksr-architect.com
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DESIGN TEAM PROJECTS
A MULTIDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION - PROJECTS
The design team that KSR has brought together for this project has a strong track
record in working on large masterplans where the setting of landmark buildings is
all important. They bring energy, intellectual rigour, technical expertise and flair to
any project. They have won many awards between them and pride themselves on
taking the clients’ brief then interrogating, testing, developing and exceeding it.

LuJing, China - hotel, retail, residential Margate - seafront museum
Dundee V&A Museum

Dundee - Museum

London - landscaped Olympic Park

Arup Facades Engineering
Draft 1 | 3rd May 2013 | Page 9

Chanel Pavilion
London - public spaces in an historic setting (LDA Design)

London - new London Square

Shenzhen - business park masterplan

London - sensitive detailing

Foshan - university masterplan

Shenzhen - award winning office

Guildford - shopping centre

Moscow - commercial centre

London - award winning business park

Chanel Pavilion

TianJin - city masterplan linking landmarks (KSR)

Arup Facades Engineering
Draft 1 | 3rd May 2013 | Page 12

ZhuHai - sustainability award winning business park (KSR)
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Paris - facade engineering with Zaha Hadid (Arup)

Foshan - masterplan for new university (KSR)

Arup Facades Engineering
Draft 1 | 3rd May 2013 | Page 13
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE
The project team will endeavour to lead the site and design process through a
vigorous exercise in sustainable construction and management. Additionally
the design calls for an integrated environmental approach to energy use and
out put. Our extensive podium allows for not only ample parking and more
landscape but the opportunity to store anaerobic digesters. The self-contained
anaerobic digesters are designed to process food and organic waste. They
are supplied in a range of configurations to suit food and biowaste producers,
in farming, retail supply chain and hospitality installations. Local restaurants
and food retailers will have their waste collected and brought to these
digesters (located underground). The waste food is then converted effortlessly
into warm water and electricity for the precinct. The collection vans could be
branded with the GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT Logo and would
spread the message of a sustainable precinct to the city. Local restaurants
supporting this could embellish a logo on their menus too.
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With incredible existing natural potential on site, and an exciting future
programme for art, performance, culture, and history the precinct demands a
unifying and bold approach that will bring the two worlds of urban and nature
together while merging seamlessly and organically as an escape from the grid
to nature, heritage, art and culture; a destination for everyone.
PLACEMAKING AND ACTIVITY
The sense of well-being comes with having an identity of self and a sense of
community which is expressed through a ‘place’ for the individual or family,
and a ‘neighbourhood’ for the local community. We will aspire to create a
welcoming, inspiring, healthy, active place for all members of society to use
comfortably and safely. The existing site does very little to integrate its beautiful
context and surroundings, the buildings turn their back to the views to the river
and skyline and make no attempt to interface a public realm with the Evandale
River. It is this hard edge relationship that we believe is the Achilles heel, and
the defining location on the site to explore the coming together of nature, art
performance and culture. This interface becomes a boardwalk, amphitheatre
and spill out area for the Arts Centre and New Museum. Allowing this interface
to be permeable and active is key to the success of the site and its attraction.
With long views of the river and skyline to the east this location is also a key
node for an arrival from parking, by drop off, or by cycling and walking. In our
scheme all routes lead to this interfacing boardwalk.
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The existing site for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct is like a flat bed of
water waiting for a force to mold it into shape. The gold coast boast incredible
beaches and meandering river landscapes, as natural features all with
their own energy and attraction. As far as development goes, most of the
urban design approach relies on a formal grid pattern to define plot sizes
and development progress. The grids while very practical and effective can
be restricted when unresponsive to natural and organic geometry. The Gold
Coast precinct as a destination has the opportunity to become unique not only
in character but even when viewed from the air by distorting the formal grid.
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EBB AND FLOW - CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
When a pebble is dropped in water, the once flat surface reacts to takes new
shape. Ripples or waves radiate outwards and distorts the surface landscape,
molding it in new ways and effecting the surroundings. From two points the
currents and ripples grow outwardly untill they intersect and overlap. Where
the ripples overlap, the waves merge and collide magically to blend these two
forces - it is this interface that is the most exciting.
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SITE SUMMARY
1. Commercial hard edge condition should
treated to allow views of the iconic precinct.
2. Residential edge to Site B should have
appropriate scale and response.
3. Pedestrian access routes to integrate
essential part of the design.
4. Approach Views of the site - Buildings to
iconic and noticeable.
5. Main views of beach front from site.
6. Building to be refurbished
7. New proposed building
8. Existing buildings to retain

AN ESCAPE TO NATURE, HERITAGE, ART & CULTURE
E

CONCEPTUAL NARRATIVE

FIRST RESPONSE - NATURE EDGE
Considering the Evandale Lake to be the most
attractive feature on the site, the grid reacts to
this like a pebble in water and is distorted.

EXISTING GRID & ORIENTATION
The existing grid orientation is extracted from
the existing Arts building which is to be retained.
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THE ACTIVITY LOOP - LINKING ART & CITY
The two radiating ripples define the Activity
Loop accessed from the green bridge. At
the intersection of the ripples is the meeting
between urban and nature represented by the
Boardwalk.

SECOND RESPONSE - URBAN EDGE
The space between the three existing buildings
is an important feature, creating a destination
node. The grid reacts accordingly with ripples
radiating outwards
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ACCESS - EXISTING & POTENTIAL
Access routes to the centre further distort the
grid but do not disrupt the crucial loop/ link.

RAISING THE LEVEL - VIEWS & PARKING
The final move, to lift the urban node onto a
podium level allows long views to and from the
podium as well as creating a large parking lot
below.
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MASTERPLAN
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10

Civic Chambers (existing)

2

Parking Access (under Podium)

3

Theatre Square and Drop off

4

New Living Arts Centre

5

Access Podium to/ from Parking

6

Fountain Square

7

Museum Sculpture garden

8

Potential Amenity & Recreation Courts
(pre Site B developing)

9

Lawn punctuated with large sculptures
(border of Site B)

10

Riverside Building

11

Pontoon

12

Amphitheatre & Evandale Bandstand

13

Outdoor Gym Circuit

14

Botanic Gardens and Church

15

Pedestrian access from underpass

16

New Arts Museum

17

Riverside Viewing Deck

18

Green Bridge

19

Arts Walk

20

Boardwalk Area

• Placing the art strategy centrally within the landscape strategy;
the culture and art embedded in the landscape and public realm
thereby forming an artwork in its own right when viewed from
overhead, or when running, cycling and walking along the Activity
Loop;
• Celebrating nature, local native ecosystems and ecology, and
in particular establishing a sub-tropical rainforest character
alongside national and international examples of botanic gardens
and plant collections;
• Increasing accessibility and ensuring ease of movement for
pedestrians and cyclist over that of cars;
• Identifying the key views and indivisibility of the site with its
surroundings to support the movement strategy and create a
landmark focus on the cultural precinct architecture;
• Seeking to blur the boundary between outdoor and indoor
experience along the Activity Loop and its many tangent
moments and experiences, thus maximising one of the world’s
most agreeable outdoor climates;
• Identifying the Gold Coast-style and how this can be celebrated
and explored poetically;
• Harnessing the creative energy and commitment of stakeholders
by clarity of concept and common goal;
• Maximising the opportunity of the water – developing a water
space strategy with the water as a centre for activity and family
play rather than a boundary;
• Considering ecological and cultural heritage values, realising the
ambition of creating an international iconic sub-tropical garden
and knowledge landscape for information-hungry tourist to learn
from and explore along the Activity Loop;
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The shared appeal of the city includes the sand, surf and nightlife,
but there is more to the Gold Coast than just the beach. There are the
laid-back neighbourhoods favoured by families and beyond the highrises stands the Gold Coast Hinterland, a densely forested region
home to two of Queensland’s best national parks: Lamington and
Springbrook. Our landscape concept is an Artscape strategy and
the use of an Activity Loop for cyclists, walkers, strollers, historians,
families, kids, school groups, tourist, and local residents. This will
entice and attract people to this beautiful art and cultural district and
successfully integrate all the aims and aspirations of the brief.

17

• Ensuring the green bridge linking Evandale with Chevron Island
is fully incorporated in the landscape strategy;
• Identifying opportunities for an outdoor events programme,
both day and night and throughout the year, using the current
capabilities in ICT and Wi-Fi based interpretation, ensuring
incoming partners and investors can drive forward a local,
national and international programme of events.
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THE ARTSCAPE, AS AN ESCAPE

LANDSCAPE AND ART STRATEGY
The landscape strategy will seek to enhance and retain the
existing trees and open parkland character with a strong water’s
edge vegetation strip while establishing a new, close relationship
and integration with art and performance experiences to create
memorable places and moments worth sharing and remembering.
In broad terms, the landscape typology will seek to create a
native sub-tropical art and forest landscape capable of becoming
a new Botanic Park and Museum Gardens befitting a major city,
its residents and tourists. With the integration of an Activity Loop,
families, joggers, runners, strollers, tourists or school trips can
access informal and routes alongside the River, lake and sitewide landscaping that will be animated with places for art, sitting,
exercise and gathering, performance, learning, history and culture
and a healthy lifestyle.
WEST BUNDALL SCULPTURE GARDEN AND FOREST
A green buffer of sub-tropical forest will be established,
particularly alongside Bundall Road to the west, allowing for
a lateral landscape approach and creating views towards
the civic arrival point in the centre of the precinct. This edge
will also form the sculpture walk along the Activity Loop.
SOUTH AMENITY & RECREATION, THE MUSEUM SCULPTURE
GARDENS
The residential area to the south will incorporate additional local
amenity needs including play areas, playing fields and ball courts.
This recreational area will be a temporary solution before Site B is
developed.
Users of the Activity Loop will be guided towards the piazza after
passing through the Museum’s sculpture garden. They experience
a transition from beautiful green landscapes to a recycled silica
glass and Vegecol paving as you pass under the museum and into
the piazza. The paving makes use of recycled glass and glitters in
the sunshine, bringing a gold or jewel effect to our public paving
solution.
EAST - EVANDALE LAKE, THE BOARDWALK, & AMPHITHEATRE
A focus will be placed on the promontory provided by the Evandale
Lake and kiosk or small café, and the outdoor amphitheatre and
boardwalk capable of being used for external events on the lake
or River will provide a focus and destination for the riverside park
proposed. The Activity Loop stretches passed the amphitheatre
and extends up into the air, tilting toward the site. This gesture
is thought to be one of the biggest attractions. This ‘Beach
Deck’ provides an exciting disconnection from the island and an
opportunity for visitors to look back at the site and admire the views
in all directions, or to put a towel down and relax.
The large amphitheatre will evolve seamlessly from the beach
edge before formalising as it approaches the civic platform, and
the Activity Loop will provide a platform for viewing or even yoga
activities. This transition point from civic to nature is seen as a
highly charged and exciting space to gather, forming the arrival
and return portion of the Activity Loop.

NORTH - GYM LINE, BOTANICAL GARDENS
The north boundary of the riverside park will have a more passive
character incorporating the chapel and contemplative activities.
Botanical gardens and artwork reducing the impact on the
residential properties and mooring to Chevron Island. The proposed
underpass to Bundall Road will also incorporate a cycle pass and
direct links to the precinct and onto the Activity Loop.
NATIVE VEGETATION AND FLOODING
The opportunity of connection to river services and uses will be
explored, and the use of boardwalks over establishing native
vegetation and flood alleviation swales will be proposed. The use
of vegetation as a bioshield from flooding will be considered and
overall we will seek to create a sustainable evolving subtropical
landscape to the boundary with softer materials and boardwalks to
reduce the intervention of hard landscape in these areas.
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ART
Our approach will seek to embrace how art relates to the urban
form of the City of Gold Coast and to look at how artwork can be
introduced and further linked with the city and surroundings and
how landscapes can become artworks in their own right. We will
create a showcase for local Australian artists.
The landscape strategy will explore how art can support
regeneration aims and place-making, and help to create a sense
of pride and ownership within local communities in addition to
the cultural brief requirements. We understand how to obtain an
ideal brief for art commissions to deliver a scheme that exceeds
community expectations, and how we as landscape architects
can be creative with small funds and local communities when
commissioning artwork or other focal points for the scheme.

THE GREEN BRIDGE - AXONOMETRIC

ELEVATION

PLAN
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NEW ARTS MUSEUM

LIVING ARTS CENTRE

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

Great Hall
Galleries
Storage
Library
Workshop
Workspaces
Education Spaces
200 Seat Theatrette
Meeting and shared offices
Hot desking Offices
Showroom & Retail & Cafe

PROGRAM
CONVEX /CONCAVE
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
PROGRAM

Existing Building

CONVEX /CONCAVE

CONVEX /CONCAVE
VIEWS
CONVEX
/CONCAVE
CONVEX /CONCAVE

Portion to Demolish

VIEWS

NEW ARTS MUSEUM
As a ‘must see’ building and destination, the
new Arts Museum is in itself a work of art; a
monumental sculpture on a podium of culture.

VIEWS
VIEWS
ATTRACT /REPEL
VIEWS

WALK THROUGH

wc

A shining symbol of Gold Coast culture and
excellence in art, this museum is placed delicately
on its tiptoes to avoid being too imposing and
allowing movement all around and through it.

wc

ATTRACT /REPEL

ATTRACT /REPEL
GREEN ROOF
ATTRACT /REPEL
WALK THROUGH
ATTRACT
/REPEL

“The building has become a ‘living’
vertical street of performance art
and theatrical extravagance.”

BOH &Theatre Retained

wc

The museum’s shape is generated by a reaction
to the ripples from the site plan, being the
intersection of the two concentric circles. The
shape is both expansive and tight; both loose and
flexible at the end of the arms yet with controlled
tension at their meeting point. The meeting of its
dynamic curves frame the central fountain square
and focus views to the east, whilst the southern
curve frames views to the sculpture garden.
All galleries are located in the south to exploit
the gentle southern light, perfect for displaying
artwork and enjoying views of the garden.
Slight tilts in the form raises the building on its
toes and lets sunlight from the north to penetrate
the building. The central split allows the two
wings to be naturally ventilated and encourages
sunlight into the heart of the building creating a
healthy, seductive space.
Level 1 has the public entrance under the raised
‘point’ and includes the main reception, retail unit
and cafe, which are available to all.

wc

GREEN ROOF

SUNLIGHT

wc
wc

wc

wc

L5+Roof

Level 3 has a mezzanine for the library with views
of the skyline to the east and Fountain Square
with amphitheatre. The Great Hall and flexible
spill out gallery event space are located on the
southern wing.
By Level 4 the uses have become quieter with
galleries on the south side and showroom spaces
on the north with access to the garden roof
terrace and viewing platforms.
Level 5 is the garden on the roof, exploiting the
views and the sunshine.
Level L-1 has generous storage space under the
podium

New Refurbish Building

wc

N

L4

Roof
wc
wc

wc

wc

N

L3

L3
wc

GH
N

L2
L2

L2

wc
wc

wc

L1

wc

LIVING ARTS CENTRE
The Living Arts Centre brings together an incredibly
charged, creative and social programme. We
envision the building not only as an incubator of
talent but as a destination for talent. The genesis
of our concept for the building was in the name, a
‘Living’ Arts Centre. Together with digital facades
and projection surfaces this building is like a club
where entrance fee is your talent.
Rethinking traditional models and focusing on
innovation and progressive approaches is the core
of Gold Coast development and culture. A traditional
institutional building is an object raised above
ground on a pedestal, iconic in grandiose form
yet impermeable and uninviting. The new Living
Arts Centre is a building that breaks the old way of
thinking in a bold attempt to de-institutionalise the
object.
The building becomes permeable, with naturally
ventilated circulation and shared areas for
interaction, conversations, buzz and excitement.
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Level 2 is the highly active main floor where the
programme is mainly educational containing
workshops, office, library and educational spaces.

SUNLIGHT

Main Theatre Stage
Drama Theatre
Drama Theatre Stage
Workshops
Backstage & Dock
Dressing Rooms
Cinemas
Black Box Theatre
Rehearsal Spaces
Residential Space & Studio
Live Entertainment Venue
Commercial Hire Spaces
Extended Kitchen

N

L1
wc

With the program of spaces placed like buildings in
a street, sharing circulation routes like roads and
footpaths and defining multiple piazzas and squares
to meet or relax, the building has become a virtual
market of concentrated performance art, theatrical
extravagance, and social activity.
Designed as the most exciting space in the building,
the Level 1 (Ground Level) sees all three theatres
in a row with entrances spilling out into a large
foyer reception which will be enclosed in glass
but with the ability to be open completely . This
will encourage the natural flow of people and air
through the building.
Level 2 overlooks Level 1 and provides residential
studio spaces on the north side with a small
rehearsal room on the north east corner. A function
hire room and live music venue face the skyline to
the east.

wc

L-1
N

L-1

wc

wc

wc
wc

wc
wc
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“What production are you working on?” Level 3
provides the rehearsal spaces, recording studios
and two cinema pods. With large spill out areas,
this floor provides a high level of social interaction.
Having raised the ground level the back of house
facilities can expand laterally underground with
connection between all theatre stages for services,
loading, staff and talent. A larger catering kitchen
is located directly beneath the function hire rooms.
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